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MEMORY MANAGEMENT IN EVENT 
RECORDING SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTIONS 

0001) 1. Field 
0002 The following invention disclosure is generally 
concerned with electronic data storage and specifically con 
cerned with memory allocation and writing schemes in 
vehicle event recording devices. 

0003 2. Prior Art 
0004 Video recording systems are commonly used to 
monitor places where activity sometimes includes that 
which a record is desirable. For example, in a security Zone 
criminal activity may be recorded if video monitors are 
arranged about space to be monitored. When an incident 
occurs, a video record of the criminal activity is available 
from the recording system. During periods when no cruel 
activity occurs, a considerable amount of data is generated 
by the video recording system. However, this data has little 
or no value. Thus, it can be readily discarded without loss. 
The act of discarding data amounts to merely rewriting 
new data over old recorded data. Indeed, most video security 
systems are arranged with a recording medium that is reused 
continuously. When a video camera generates enough image 
data to fully consume available memory, additional col 
lected data is recorded at the beginning of the memory. The 
act of writing newly acquired data is also an act which 
discards the old the data; i.e. the old data is lost to the write 
operation with respect to the newly collected data. 

0005. In old videotape systems, this is sometimes called 
a round robin arrangement. A memory medium fashioned 
as a tape in a continuous loop provides the data storage for 
these video security systems. In Such systems the tape has no 
end, and no beginning but rather the tape continuously 
passes a recording head where new images are written to the 
tape at the same time old images are discarded. 

0006 When an incident of interest occurs, the tape may 
be stopped to prevent loss of data which relates to the 
important incident. View images may be recovered from the 
tape and transferred to a permanent medium, while the tape 
is returned to the video system for further recording. Such 
re-use of memory is well known in these arts. 

0007. In a round-robin scheme, the data which is being 
overwritten (discarded) is the data which came into the 
system earliest—or was first in the system. Sometimes 
recall the systems “first-in, first overwritten' which is 
analogous to its close cousin, “first-in, first-out' well known 
from electronic buffer systems. In both cases, we refer to this 
method as FIFO. 

0008 A FIFO base system is generally a very good 
system for buffer management. This is due to the fact that the 
oldest data in a buffer is typically the least valuable. There 
fore the oldest data, or the least valuable data, may be 
discarded without regard for its loss. It is not always the case 
in buffer systems that the earliest received data, the first-in 
data, is the least valuable data in Some cases is better not to 
overwrite the oldest data, but rather to provide an overwrite 
scheme which preserves certain special portions of the 
oldest data. 
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0009 Vehicle event recorders are video recorder systems 
mounted within the vehicle to provide a video record 
relating to the environment Surrounding a vehicle during its 
operation. These systems are well known and have been 
made famous for their use in conjunction with police activ 
ity. Many police departments in the United States are 
equipped with vehicle event recorders, which capture activ 
ity, sometimes criminal, which occurs in the presence of a 
police vehicle. 
0010. Of course, the vehicle event recorders use is not 
limited to police vehicles. More and more commercial 
vehicles are being equipped with systems to record activity 
associated with the use of the vehicle and within the envi 
ronments in which the vehicle is used. The systems are 
particularly advantageous to fleet vehicles which are occa 
Sioned by heavy professional use and frequent incidents. 
These incidents may include traffic type accidents, theft, 
vandalism, among others. With a video record, vehicle fleet 
managers are better equipped to manage and control costs 
associated with operations of large vehicle fleets. Safety is 
improved, driver of performance is improved, confidence is 
gained in an understanding of accidents which do occur, and 
other benefits are associated with use of vehicle recorder 
systems. 

0011. Some of the more advanced vehicle recorder sys 
tems are described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,389,340; 6,405,112: 
6,449,540; and 6,718,239. These inventions are all presented 
by inventor Rayner of San Diego, Calif. Primarily these 
inventions relate to a small device, which is mounted to 
vehicle rearview mirror to capture video images of traffic 
incidents ahead of the vehicle. 

0012. The 112 claims in combination of vehicle which 
includes a vehicle operator performance monitor. This moni 
tor presumably records video of the vehicle operator, which 
may be used to determine how the operators actions affect 
use of the vehicle. 

0013 The 540 patent is an event recorder mounted in a 
vehicle which includes one or more wave pattern detectors 
for detection and recognition of the presence of the prede 
termined wave produced external the vehicle and for pro 
ducing a trigger signal denoting predetermined wave pres 
ence. A detective wave is of the type which is produced by 
a police or fire department emergency vehicle. Detection of 
this wave triggers a capture function which stores video 
images a long-term storage memory. 
0014. The 329 patent includes a one-way hash function 
to perform a validation function. In this way the integrity of 
the video data which is recorded can be protected. 
0015 Finally, Rayner teaches in the 340 patent a very 
important relationship between two different types of 
memory. A first memory is arranged to store video for a 
short-term, and to transfer some of that stored video in 
response to a trigger event. Data from this short term 
memory is transferred to a more durable and long-term 
memory. Did in the short term memory is continuously 
overwritten in a scheme which is described by Rayner has 
“first-in, first-overwritten’. In this way Rayner couples a 
high-speed, high-performance volatile semiconductor 
memory, with a flashlight memory good for long-term 
storage of large amounts of data even when power is 
removed. As will be described in detail later, Rayner's first 
in first overwritten scheme necessarily creates a loss of 
important and valuable data. 
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0016 While systems and inventions of the art are 
designed to achieve particular goals and objectives, Some of 
those being no less than remarkable, these inventions have 
limitations which prevent their use in new ways now pos 
sible. Inventions of the art are not used and cannot be used 
to realize the advantages and objectives of the inventions 
taught herefollowing. 

SUMMARY OF THESE INVENTIONS 

0017 Comes now, James Plante with inventions of 
memory allocation schemes in vehicle event recording sys 
tems including devices and methods. It is a primary function 
of these systems to provide improved memory allocation 
and writing schemes to preserve data over extended time 
periods. It is a contrast to prior art methods and devices that 
those known systems do not record over a large time range 
with respect to a prescribed size-limited memory. A funda 
mental difference between memory allocation of these 
newly presented inventions and those of the art can be found 
when considering its time dilation, which may be applied on 
the extremities of discrete capture periods. The invention 
thus stands in contrast to methods and devices known 
previously. 

0018. A memory of limited size is subject to an advanced 
managed loop memory allocation scheme. The storage 
frame rate is adjusted throughout a prescribed capture time 
period. At the time period extremities, a frame capture 
process is subject to reduced frame rate. Nearer to some 
instant of interest, an event moment, the frame rate is 
increased to improve detail (temporal) around that particular 
time. The scheme permits one to accommodate a greater 
temporal range at the expense oftemporal resolution. Losses 
in temporal resolution are judiciously pushed away from the 
event moment and allocated to the capture time period 
extremities. 

0019. An overwrite scheme selects which frames are 
expired and Subject to discard. At any random moment, 
Video is continuously captured at a maximum frame rate. 
However, these frames are not put into memory in a con 
ventional first-in, first overwritten manner, but rather, these 
frames are added to the memory locations which are deter 
mined to be available in accordance with the overwrite 
scheme. It is strictly not the case that the oldest frame is 
overwritten. Quite contrarily, an overwrite action is gener 
ally applied to a frame which is newer than at least one other 
frame stored in the memory. 

0020. As a result, newly acquired frames are placed into 
memory in processes which necessarily cause older frames 
to be discarded. However, the newly captured frames are 
written to memory positions in an interleaved fashion 
whereby some of older frames are preserved. When a 
capture event occurs, data in memory may be transferred to 
a more permanent storage. When data is transferred, a 
timeline is reconstructed. The recorded timeline is unique in 
that it contains various frame rates over the capture period. 
At both the beginning and end of the capture period, the 
frame rate is modest. At the point of greatest interest in the 
capture period, the frame rate is maximum. This throttling of 
frame rate, permits a memory of given size to accommodate 
a timeline of greater temporal extent. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THESE INVENTIONS 

0021. It is a primary object of these inventions to provide 
high-performance memory allocation systems for vehicle 
event recorders. 

0022. It is an object of these inventions to provide for set 
memory allowances, and extended record period. 
0023. It is a further object to provide memory overwrite 
schemes which provide a time dilation on either end of a 
record period. 
0024 Abetter understanding can be had with reference to 
detailed description of preferred embodiments and with 
reference to appended drawings. Embodiments presented 
are particular ways to realize these inventions and are not 
inclusive of all ways possible. Therefore, there may exist 
embodiments that do not deviate from the spirit and scope of 
this disclosure as set forth by appended claims, but do not 
appear here as specific examples. It will be appreciated that 
a great plurality of alternative versions are possible. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
FIGURES 

0025 These and other features, aspects, and advantages 
of the present inventions will become better understood with 
regard to the following description, appended claims and 
drawings where: 
0026 FIG. 1 is a timeline illustration in proximity with a 
graphic to illustrate plurality of memory bin units: 
0027 FIG. 2 is a similar timeline illustration and memory 
graphic illustrating an overwrite operation; 
0028 FIG. 3 further illustrates the overwrite operation in 
conjunction with a trigger event; 
0029 FIG. 4 illustrates particular memory bins with 
various importance associated therewith: 
0030 FIG. 5 illustrates an advanced overwrite scheme to 
protect certain high-value video frames: 
0031 FIG. 6 further illustrates this overwrite scheme 
near the end of memory space; 
0032 FIG. 7 illustrates in detail, memory allocation with 
pointers to memory bins which must be saved and pointers 
to those bins which may be erased; 
0033 FIG. 8 illustrates four alternative versions of these 
inventions of importance which work equally well within 
the spirit of the overall teaching: 
0034 FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating important 
elements of the apparatus of these inventions. 
0035 FIG. 10 is a block diagram directed to the most 
general methods of these memory management systems; and 
0036 FIG. 11 is a more detailed-block diagram of these 
methods with greater specificity. 

GLOSSARY OF SPECIAL TERMS 

0037 Throughout this disclosure, reference is made to 
Some terms which may or may not be exactly defined in 
popular dictionaries as they are defined here. To provide a 
more precise disclosure, the following terms are presented 
with a view to clarity so that the true breadth and scope may 
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be more readily appreciated. Although every attempt is 
made to be precise and thorough, it is a necessary condition 
that not all meanings associated with each term can be 
completely set forth. Accordingly, each term is intended to 
also include its common meaning which may be derived 
from general usage within the pertinent arts or by dictionary 
meaning. Where the presented definition is in conflict with 
a dictionary or arts definition, one must use the context of 
use and liberal discretion to arrive at an intended meaning. 
One will be well advised to error on the side of attaching 
broader meanings to terms used in order to fully appreciate 
the depth of the teaching and to understand all the intended 
variations. 

Vehicle Event Recorders 

0038 Vehicle event recorders are video image recording 
systems which are responsive to triggers indicative of some 
event of interest. 

Time Dilation 

0.039 For purposes of this invention time dilation refers 
to an expansion of a video sequence timeline by way of 
frame rate manipulation. 
Trigger 

0040. A trigger is electronic means for setting some 
instant in time associated with a particular event of interest 
and further for causing initiation of Some associative pro 
CCSSCS. 

Expanded Timeline Definition 
0041 An expanded timeline definition is a prescribed 
rules set which sets forth and defines a timeline associated 
with a video frames sequence having more than one frame 
rate associated with any particular portion of the timeline. 
Overwrite Manager 
0.042 An overwrite manager is a computer module, 
which determines in accordance with an expanded timeline 
definition which data recorded in memory and associated 
with a particular video frame is Subject to discard and may 
be overwritten with data from a newly collected video 
frame. 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THESE 
INVENTIONS 

0043. In accordance with each of preferred embodiments 
of these inventions, there is provided apparatus for and 
methods of memory overwrite schemes in vehicle event 
recorder systems. It will be appreciated that each of the 
embodiments described include both an apparatus and 
method and that the apparatus and method of one preferred 
embodiment may be different than the apparatus and method 
of another embodiment. 

0044 Video event recorder systems are typically built 
around and deployed with memories of limited size. This is 
due to the fact that, vehicle event recorder systems may now 
be built very cheaply. While it is possible to include in such 
devices mass storage and mass storage management, for 
example a typical computer-type disk hard drive, this com 
ponent remains quite expensive. Overall systems may be 
double in cost, if such memories were included. Instead, a 
lightweight memory solution is embraced. An abbreviated 
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memory or memory buffer is used to temporarily store 
information collected during the service day of a vehicle 
equipped with Such video event recorders. Upon return to a 
base, a vehicle may transfer collected information to a more 
permanent memory for management and analysis. In this 
way it is possible to equip vehicles with video event record 
ers having very inexpensive cameras and memory. 

0045 Accordingly, memories of such video event record 
ing systems may be preferably handled in the following 
manner. A memory system is divided into two portions: a 
fast, managed loop memory buffer, and a temporary mass 
storage memory. Video continuously received from a video 
camera may be put into the fast memory buffer. However, 
the amount of data generated by a video system is quite 
extensive and most of the time totally uninteresting. How 
ever certain select portions of video captured may become of 
great interest. For example, when a vehicle is involved in a 
traffic accident, captured video may yield important clues as 
to fault, cause, identity, response, among others. In this case, 
it is important to preserve video data associated with these 
select video capture periods. 

0046) To effect this, a trigger is arranged whereby the 
occurrence of Some incident of interest, such as an automo 
bile accident, causes data stored in the memory buffer to be 
transferred to a more permanent memory facility. Old data 
in the memory buffer is continuously overwritten by new 
data received from the video camera in real-time. In com 
mon and simplistic versions, this step is performed in a 
“first-in, first-overwritten manner. However, there are great 
disadvantages to doing this. As the memory buffer is limited 
in its capacity to store video frames, “first in first overwrit 
ten schemes provide a timeline of correspondingly limited 
extent. For example, at a frame rate of four frames 
per second, a given memory buffer may be suitable for 
storing 30 seconds of video frame data—or a 30 second 
video timeline. In first-in, first overwritten schemes, this 
timeline may be arranged as 15 seconds of continuous video 
before a trigger event and 15 seconds of continuous video 
after a trigger event. 

0047. However it is not necessary nor advantageous to 
maintain a continuous frame rate throughout the entire event 
capture period. It is possible to have a modest frame rate at 
times associated with the capture period extremities, and a 
high frame rate during periods around an event trigger. It is 
for Suggested here that the storage frame rate be adjusted 
throughout a prescribed capture time period. Such a system 
allows an extended temporal range instead of a 30 second 
timeline, is entirely possible to have a 48 second timeline for 
the same memory. Such a timeline may be embodied as 12 
seconds of video at a frame rate of one frame per second for 
the periods of time furthest from the event trigger, both 
before and after. In addition, the video sequence may include 
video for 24 continuous seconds, 12 seconds before and 12 
seconds after an event trigger, at a video frame rate of four 
frames per second. In this way, the temporal range is 
extended but the temporal resolution is compromised in the 
time periods furthest from the trigger event. 
0048. To bring about this managed loop memory buffer 
management system, an overwrite scheme is provided to 
select which frames are expired and no longer part of the 
particular extended timeline scheme. What is reminded that 
Video is continuously captured at all times; and further this 
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Video is captured at the maximum frame rate. This is 
necessary because it is not possible to know whether or not 
an event trigger will be coming in the next instant. Accord 
ingly, the system always captures video at the maximum 
frame rate as the capture frame rate cannot be adjusted in 
view of any event trigger which may come in the future. 
Video captured at the maximum frame rate is put into the 
memory and as it is put in the memory it displaces previ 
ously recorded video frames. These frames are added to the 
memory locations determined to be available in accordance 
with a prescribed overwrite scheme such as the one men 
tioned. However, this step is provided in striking contrast to 
a first in first overwritten scheme. In these novel systems, 
most frames being overwritten are actually newer than at 
least one other frame stored somewhere in the memory 
buffer. Newly captured frames are written to memory posi 
tions in a pseudo-interleaved fashion where some of 
olderframes are preserved. 

0049. When a trigger event occurs, data in memory is 
transferred from the memory buffer to a memory of more 
permanent nature. When this data is transferred, an 
expanded timeline is reconstructed as a timeline having at 
least two frame rates. At the extremities of the capture period 
timeline, the frame rate is reduced. At and about the point of 
greatest interest (trigger event) in the capture period the 
frame rate is maximized. This throttling of frame rate, 
permits a memory of preset size to accommodate a timeline 
of greater temporal extent; albeit with reduced resolution in 
some places. 

0050. A better understanding of these inventions may be 
had with reference to drawing FIGS. 1 through 11 and the 
reference numerals set forth therein. In particular, FIG. 1 
illustrates a simple example timeline associated with a 
memory system which has been divided into a plurality of 
memory bins. To develop the example, some arbitrary 
numbers for memory size, number of bins, video frame 
rates, etcetera, are selected. It is to be understood that these 
are not necessarily preferred values, but rather they are 
sensible and realistic values which promote a more clear 
understanding of the illustrative example. 

0051. The memory in question, the high-speed, high 
performance memory, of limited extent. This memory is 
arranged as a buffer. It is put into communication with 
incoming video data recorded by a video camera. It's output, 
is directed to another data storage means, but one perhaps a 
memory system having far greater capacity but less speed. 
A memory suitable for use in this fashion includes in 
example a semiconductor DRAM type memory. Alterna 
tively a non-volatile high-performance memory for example 
those arranged about ferromagnetic principles. This memory 
is primarily characterized in that it is quite fast and responds 
in real-time to video collected by a video camera, however 
it is of limited size and not suitable for saving the mass 
amounts of data generated by video image systems. 

0.052 We can say for purposes of a useful example that 
this memory size is limited to the few megabytes. The 
memory is arranged to temporarily hold a limited number of 
video frames which may or may not be transferred to a more 
permanent memory in a transfer operation. It is convenient 
and useful for a clear illustration to say that the memory is 
divided into 120 bins; each been be sufficient for storing the 
data associated with a single video frame. 
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0053 We also associated timeline 1 with this memory. 
This timeline is comprised of a 30 second time interval. The 
timeline is marked in the Figure from 0 to 30. A one second 
interval 2 is illustrated at the beginning of the timeline. 
Further, that one second interval is divided into quadrants, 
representing a quarter of a second interval 3. For the video 
systems of immediate interest, this quarter of a second 
interval nicely accommodates a single video frame (implic 
itly setting a frame rate of four frames per second). While 
most modern Video systems have far higher performance 
than recording four frames per second, four frames per 
second is a useful rate for vehicle recorder systems which 
tend to have limited memories in the interest of maintaining 
low-cost. Further, the kinds of events being recorded in 
vehicle recorder systems are well served by frame rates of a 
few frames per second. 
0054 When video images are captured by a camera, 
frame-by-frame, each frame images can be recorded into a 
memory bin 4. A first frame is recorded and put into a first 
memory bin. Thereafter, a quarter second later, a second 
frame is recorded and put into an another memory bin— 
perhaps an adjacent bin. This frame-by-frame recording 
scheme may continue for up to 30 seconds before all 
memory bins becomes full and the Supply of empty bins is 
exhausted. In the figure, the first 116 memory bins are 
shaded to indicate that one frame each of video data has been 
written to those bins. This is equivalent to recording of a 
video signal 5 of four frames per second for 29 seconds. The 
Figure illustrates four empty memory bins 6, which would 
be filled in the next second of video recording. Recording 
Video images in this manner, is well-known and commonly 
found in the arts; as such, the Figure is labeled (prior art). 
0055 FIG. 2 illustrates a similar timeline 21 in conjunc 
tion with a graphical illustration of a memory having 120 
memory bins. As presented in FIG. 1, a time interval 
equivalent to one second 22 as well as a time interval of one 
quarter second 23 is illustrated for reference. The graphical 
depiction of the memory includes lightly shaded areas 24 
and 25. The memory bins presented as 24 represent those 
bins having data written thereto from video which was 
collected from a time t=14 up to a time t=30. The demar 
cation indicated as dotted line 26 reminds us where time 
t=14 is. At time t=30, the memory is completely full. Video 
data collected for 30 seconds at four frames per second fills 
120 memory bins. The video data collected at time t=31 
cannot be saved to memory unless a portion of the memory 
already allocated and consumed in a previous data write step 
is overwritten. Thus in the graphic, we present memory bins 
indicated by 25 on a second line to represent that video 
frame data is recorded in these memory bins at the expense 
of data captured 30 seconds prior. Accordingly, for the time 
period indicated, i.e. video data collected from t=0 to t-14, 
the data is lost to an overwrite step. In the figure, those bins 
shaded dark are indicated as 27, represent the over written 
bins. This effectively illustrates the so-called round-robin 
or first-in, first-overwritten FIFO memory management 
schemes. Since these schemes are very well-known, this 
figure is also labeled (prior art). The FIFO memory man 
agement scheme is very useful. When a new video frame is 
collected by the video camera it is placed into memory at the 
same location as the oldest frame in the memory which is 
discarded in the overwrite step. The FIFO memory manage 
ment scheme implies the oldest video information in the 
memory is the least valuable. 
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0056. The memory described is a buffer memory. That is, 
this memory temporarily holds the data of a video series for 
Some specified time, but also continuously discards previ 
ously recorded information. When the buffer contains a data 
set associated with an important event, that data is trans 
ferred from the buffer memory to a more permanent memory 
before becoming subject to lost by overwrite actions. A 
video series becomes important when a detectable event 
occurs which implicitly indicates video is valuable. For 
example, if a vehicle is involved in a traffic accident, 
accelerometers can detect the accident and trigger a transfer 
of data from the buffer memory to a permanent memory. 

0057. In those vehicle event recorder systems, a trigger is 
Sometimes arranged to indicate that such an event has 
occurred; an event for which the video images associated 
therewith may be of extreme importance. In this case, the 
short term buffer memory of 120 video frames, should be 
transferred to a more permanent long-term memory for 
example, a durable flash type memory. 

0.058 FIG. 3 is directed to illustrate a timeline which 
includes an event moment. FIG. 3 includes a timeline 31, 
and the dashed line 32 to indicate the 29th second along with 
a marker X33 to indicate a trigger event has occurred at the 
29th second. When a trigger event occurs, it is important to 
preserve the video data which occurred after the accident as 
well as the video data which occurred before the accident. 
Video images collected during a time period starting 15 
seconds before the accident are in the bins indicated by 34; 
i.e. those video image frames collected between t=14 and 
t=29. Memory bins at the end of the time line indicated by 
35 include four video frames collected during the first 
second after the accident. Video image frames collected 
between t=30 and t=44 are placed in the memory bins 
indicated by 36. Thus the memory buffer contains video 
images for 15 seconds prior to the accident and 15 seconds 
after the accident; the memory of limited size can only hold 
video image data which represents 30 seconds of video 
recording. 

0059 At this point in time, no new frames are recorded 
to memory; overwrite is prevented, and the memory buffer 
is “locked. Rather, the system pauses to transfer data in the 
buffer memory to a permanent flash memory. After data is 
successfully transferred to flash, the buffer is “unlocked' and 
may be used again in the fashion described. It is useful to 
note that as video data which was placed into buffer memory 
bins between time t=30 and time t=44, it caused older data 
to be displaced, overwrote and forever destroyed. Data 
which was recorded between t=0 and t=14 is completely lost 
and we have no access whatever to this information which 
at one time resided in those memory bins—that information 
was destroyed in the overwrite step. It is first Suggested here 
that some of this information may be very valuable and it is 
quite undesirable to lose it entirely. Indeed, it is suggested 
that Some of this data is more important than data which is 
being saved in its place. 

0060 Since the moments which led up to a vehicle 
accident sometimes can explain a great deal about the 
complete story, it is highly desirable to have at least have 
Some limited information relating to the scene at t=1 for 
example. If we can just see one frame at t=1, it may prove 
to be extremely valuable in explaining what happened in the 
accident. Thus one can argue, that the oldest frame in the 
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memory at a time t=30; one second after the accident, is not 
in fact the least valuable frame in the memory. In this case 
at t=31, the FIFO scheme may be actually destroying 
critically useful data. 
0061 This is more readily understood, in consideration 
of FIG. 4 which explicitly shows certain bins A-F associated 
with various points of the timeline 41 and with reference to 
trigger event 42 time at time t=29. The following discussion 
further illustrates the importance of those bins A-F. 
0062. In a FIFO system, all memory bins, indicated by 44 
and 45 are preserved in the memory buffer. Amongst the 
oldest recorded video frames remaining are those which lie 
in memory bins A and B. These represent two adjacent 
frames; frames which are captured within a quarter of a 
second from each other. Since these frames represent images 
very close in time, these frames are expected to be quite 
similar to each other. While it is sometimes desirable in 
Video systems to have high temporal resolution, i.e. as many 
frames per second as possible, one will appreciate that at 
higher frame rates, adjacent frames will contain much the 
same information as those closest thereto. Accordingly, 
where memory is limited these adjacent frames loose their 
importance as most of the information contained in each 
frame is similarly contained in the adjacent frame. Thus, if 
we keep frame A and discard frame B, most of the infor 
mation of frame B can be known by examining frame A. 
0063. On the other hand, frames D, E and F, which are 
discarded in a FIFO system, may actually contain extremely 
important information. Frame D is separated from frame E 
in time by one second. In a video scene, there may be 
considerable differences between one frame captured an 
entire second later than another frame. Further, frame D 
occurs a full 29 seconds before the trigger event. In a traffic 
accident, it can be quite useful to know about what was 
happening a time periods further, both before and after, from 
a trigger moment. Thus it may be possible in a memory 
having a finite number of memory bins to trade some of the 
bins associated with less important time slots for bins 
associated with time slots having a greater importance. If we 
discard frame B, and preserve frame D, we may gain a 
greater overall understanding of the incident being recorded. 
In effect, we can trade some time resolution (frame rate) at 
t=15, for improved overall temporal range to realize an 
extended timeline. 

0064. The careful observer will notice if we preserve 
Video data associated with a frame rate of one frame per 
second, in seconds 1-12, then we will still have available to 
us 36 memory bins into which will accommodate newly 
captured video data. Thus, rather than completely overriding 
the oldest Video data in memory, one can perform an 
overwrite action on 3 of every 4 memory bins in the 
overwrite portion of the timeline, thereby maintaining 4" of 
the oldest video data in those memory bins. That is to say, 
for the oldest video data in memory it may be useful to save 
one frame per second. To effect this, when the overwrite 
operation is executed, new data is written to three memory 
bins, before one bin is skipped. This is repeated. 
0065 Timeline 51, includes a trigger event 52 at time 
t=29. In a particular overwrite scheme of interest, it is 
prescribed that a timeline be comprised of 12 seconds of low 
temporal resolution, 24 seconds full temporal resolution and 
a further 12 seconds of low temporal resolution. This is 
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further defined in detail as: a 12 second period of one frame 
per second video, a 24 second period of four frames per 
second video, and finally a 12 second period of one frame 
per second; for a total video sequence of 48 seconds. Since 
it cannot be known at what time in the future an event trigger 
will occur, a data overwrite scheme must preserve data 
associated with various frames from which a prescribed 
timeline is comprised. In the example being developed here, 
continuous video data at a frame rate of four frames per 
second is preserved for a period of 12 seconds 54 before the 
trigger event; that data is in memory bins indicated by 53. It 
is acknowledged that in the FIFO system one can preserve 
data at four frames per second for up to 15 seconds before 
and after the trigger event. The newly proposed system, it is 
Suggested that only 12 seconds of four frames per second 
data be kept. However, it will be shown for this small price, 
we can dilate the total timeline of the video sequence to 48 
seconds in contrast to the 30 second timeline of the FIFO 
system. 
0066. In the 31st second, the first overwrite operation 
begins. Whether or not a trigger has occurred, newly cap 
tured video data is written to every three out of four memory 
bins leading the fourth memory been undisturbed. That is to 
say old data is preserved, albeit at one quarter of the frame 
rate, from which it was originally recorded. Video data after 
the trigger event is recorded in the memory bins 55 a frame 
rate of four frames per second. Just because Some bins are 
skipped, it is not necessary reduced the frame rate of video 
data collected after the trigger event. This is readily under 
stood in consideration of the time point indicated by 57 
which indicates the time t=41 seconds. Without skipping 
bins, this point in memory would be time t=45. Careful 
observation will prove that the bins indicated by 55 will 
accommodate data at four frames per second for the entire 
12 seconds after the event trigger. After time point indicated 
by 57, there remains several memory bins available for 
further overwrite operation before reaching the memory bins 
which contain data which must be preserved in agreement 
with the timeline definition 12/24/12. At least some of those 
memory bins up to the position indicated by 54 are available 
for overwrite. After the full 12 seconds of four frames per 
second video is recorded, it is desirable to continue record 
ing video data at one frame per second or additional 12 
seconds. Data captured in this period can be stored in 
memory bins, which are scattered in various locations about 
the memory buffer. FIG. 6 will help illustrate where these 
positions lie. 
0067 FIG. 6 illustrates memory bin locations which are 
available for overwrite as the memory approaches its full 
capacity for the particular schemes presented here. Once a 
trigger event occurs, i.e. is set in time, it is possible to 
compute which video frames must be saved in accordance 
with the particular timeline definition, and which ones are 
suitable for discard. To further our illustration, we suggest 
that 48 frames at four frames per second are preserved 
immediately before the trigger event. In addition, 12 frames 
at a video rate of one frame per second are preserved for the 
time t=5 up to t=17. These frames must be protected from 
any further overwrite operation. i.e. these frames are marked 
“must be saved in the figure. These frames are saved as they 
are included in the timeline definition. All frames which 
precede t=5 are in condition for discard. That is, they lie 
outside the time range which is to be preserved. Accordingly, 
frames indicated as 69 for example have aged sufficiently 
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and are okay to erase. These are frames which originally 
were preserved in the overwrite operation as skipped frames. 
0068 Video frames captured after the trigger event are 
also saved in the memory. For 12 seconds after the trigger 
event, t=29 to t=41, video is captured at a rate of four frames 
per second. That video data 65 is put into memory in 
accordance with the need to save particular frames of the 
oldest video data. When all video frames from the period 
t=29 to t=41 are properly recorded, the system continues to 
record data a frame rate of one frame per second. This is 
distinct, from the earlier operation where the overwrite 
action resulted in preservation of one frame per second. For 
the time period 12 seconds after the event trigger up to 24 
seconds after the event trigger, data is put into memory at a 
reduced frame rate of one frame per second. Other frames 
may be captured by the camera, but they are discarded 
before entering the memory or instantly thereupon. Thus 
frames represented by 67 are put into memory bins which 
are available in accordance with the “OK to erase’’ label in 
the drawing. A careful observer will note that after three of 
these frames are placed in the memory, the fourth frame 68 
cannot be placed into the memory in the same repeating 
geometric position. That is to say, those memory bins are not 
available for overwrite. As such video captured after that 
time, must be carefully managed and fit into memory bins 
which are available. 

0069 FIG. 7 illustrates the steps taken in the final filling 
of the remaining memory bins. The reader will be reminded 
of the timeline 71 and the event trigger 72 at time t=29. In 
agreement with the example timeline definition, video cap 
tured at a frame rate of four frames per second from t=17 to 
t=29 is stored in memory, as indicated by 73. Similarly, 
video captured for a 12 second period at a frame rate of four 
frames per second from t=29 to t=41, is stored in memory as 
shown 74. Finally, video frames captured during a 12 second 
period from t=42 to t=54 at a frame rate of one frame per 
second include those particular frames represented as 75. 
Those frames must be inserted into the memory bins which 
remain available for overwrite. Arrows 76 indicate that these 
frames may be placed in locations near the memory begin 
ning where data had once been stored but is now expired due 
to the fact that the trigger event occurs at t=29. Once a 
trigger event is established, the bins which may be over 
written is determinable in an agreement with the particular 
rules which define the timeline. 

0070 The specific example presented clearly illustrates 
that careful management of an overwrite scheme permits a 
memory buffer to dilate a timeline by manipulation of which 
video frames are preserved and which are overwritten. In 
effect, temporal resolution is sacrificed to extend temporal 
range. That is to say, the frame rate of “saved data' is altered 
in order to make more space for video frames captured 
further in time from the event trigger. In this way, the 
greatest amount of information can be preserved in a 
memory buffer of the limited size. While the example 
illustrates in exhaustive detail where data is written in 
memory for illustrative purposes, experts will note there is 
really nothing sacred about the physical positions of 
memory bins. Therefore, it is explicitly set forth here that 
after a timeline definition is set, it is a simple matter to 
prepare an algorithm which defines at any time the bins 
which contain data that has expired and thus implicitly 
defines a bin available for overwrite. 
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0071) While the specific example presented in FIGS. 5-7 
nicely illustrates one elegant solution, it should be well 
understood that many very useful arrangements will permit 
a time dilation in accordance with the spirit of these inven 
tions. Particular values used may be different than those 
presented in the example timeline definition. In another 
example timeline definition, one might arrange a system 
whereby two periods of eight seconds are used to capture 
video of high frame rate, and two periods of 28 seconds are 
used to capture data at a low frame rate—thus achieving a 
total expanded timeline of 72 seconds. The usefulness of 
these inventions does not depend upon the particular values 
chosen in these examples. Further, one should recognize that 
since capturing/saving video at two different frame rates 
allows one to expand the timeline, that similarly capturing/ 
saving video at three different frame rates also allows one to 
expand the timeline with more flexibility. That is, it is 
possible to manage the memory Such that for Some time 
periods frames are preserved at a rate of four frames per 
second, in other time periods, frames are preserved at a rate 
of two frames per second, and still further in other time 
periods frames are preserved at a rate of one frame per 
second. In this way, we can maintain very high temporal 
resolution for the periods immediately Surrounding an acci 
dent (trigger event), to have a medium level resolution for 
periods further away from the trigger event, and finally at the 
furthest extremities of the time range we can have very low 
temporal resolution. Such extensions should not be consid 
ered new invention, but rather a subset of inventions first 
taught in this disclosure. 
0072. In addition, we explicitly anticipate asymmetric 
timeline definitions. That is, the time periods on either side 
of the event trigger may not be equal in extent or number. It 
is possible to devise a timeline definition having a long, high 
resolution period before the event trigger and a short high 
resolution period after the event trigger. To illustrate various 
timeline definitions of interest, the FIG. 8 has been prepared 
with several examples each working equally well within the 
common concept of timeline dilation. FIG. 8 graphically 
illustrates a first memory buffer 81 example presented in 
detail above. In this example, there are two frame rates, a 
high video frame rate of four frames per second and a low 
Video frame rate of one frame per second. A trigger event 82 
which occurs at Some instant in time implicitly sets the time 
periods for any particular example. In the example pre 
sented, time periods 83 starts immediately after the trigger 
event and extends for 12 seconds. A second time period 84 
extends from the trigger event to 12 seconds prior to the 
trigger event. In both of these time periods, video captured 
and put into the memory buffer at a rate of four frames per 
second. The number of shaded memory bins reflect a frame 
rate of 4 frames per second. Time periods at the extremities 
of the timeline, periods 85 and 86, are each also configured 
to be 12 seconds in length. However, since only one frame 
per second is collected in those time periods, the number of 
memory bins consumed is considerably Smaller; i.e. A those 
consumed in the other time periods. This arrangement 
provides a total timeline of 48 seconds. In memory buffers 
which do not overwrite/store data at variable rates, the same 
memory size would only be able to accommodate a timeline 
of 30 seconds. FIFO memories of the same size are restricted 
to 30 seconds. 

0073. Example 2 presented as 87 in the drawing figure, 
Suggests two high temporal resolution periods of 10 seconds 
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each. In addition, there are two low temporal resolution 
periods each of 20 seconds. While there is a reduced overall 
period of high-resolution video data, the total timeline is 
extended to 60 seconds. 

0074 Example 3 is presented in the memory buffer of 
graphic 88. This important example illustrates that is pos 
sible to configure an asymmetric timeline definition. It is not 
necessary that the two periods in which high video rate 
recording occurs are the same in extent. Indeed it is possible 
to record video at a high frame rate for a longer period after 
a trigger event than that period immediately before the 
trigger event. In this example, video is recorded in the 
memory buffer for 16 seconds after the trigger event, but 
only for four seconds prior to the trigger event. In this way, 
the total high-resolution time period is the same as the 
example above, 20 seconds, but greatly favors preserving 
information after the trigger event, at the expense of infor 
mation prior to the trigger event. 

0075. In a final example, there are six distinct time 
periods from which the timeline is comprised. Two 9 second 
periods occur symmetrically about an event trigger. In these 
time periods video may be captured a rate of four frames per 
second. Two additional periods each of eight seconds may 
be used record/overwrite data at a frame rate of two frames 
per second. In two additional 8 second periods are provided 
to store data at a frame rate of one frame per second. The 
reader will note that in the timeline of this example, two of 
the 8 second periods are of different sizes with respect to 
memory capacity, i.e. greater number of bins, than the other 
two 8 second periods. This is consistent with the higher 
frame rate used in two of the eight second periods. 
0076. It is now very easy to appreciate the great latitude 
one has when managing a memory buffer of limited capacity 
to expand a timeline. One further appreciates that where 
memory buffers deploy FIFO or round-robin strategies for 
overwrite operations, very important data may be lost. FIFO 
and round-robin strategies discriminate against the oldest 
data in a memory buffer. In cases where the oldest data is not 
the least valuable, FIFO and round-robin strategies are 
inferior. 

0077. With attention directed to FIG. 9, one will appre 
ciate more clearly fundamental elements of apparatus of 
these inventions. These systems are always comprised of a 
Video camera 91 operable for collecting optical energy and 
converting into an electrical signal which represents the 
image of a scene. The camera produces an electrical signal, 
Suitable for processing by common electronic means such as 
digital semiconductor memories and processors. In addition, 
these systems include a trigger mechanism 92. In preferred 
versions, a trigger mechanism is the device arranged to 
provide an electrical signal to indicate that a particular video 
series should be transferred to permanent memory for long 
term storage. A trigger may be an accelerometer operable for 
detecting abrupt changes in speed, for example that which 
may accompany a traffic accident. A trigger may be activated 
by other events such as heavy braking or Swerving maneu 
vers. Triggers may be activated by means other than accel 
erometers. For example, a user panic button can be used to 
activate a trigger event. When the user comes to his own 
conclusion that a video series should be saved, he can hit a 
panic button to activate one type of trigger. It is not of 
particular concern for purposes of these inventions what 
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precisely causes a trigger to be activated, but rather the 
response in memory handling once a trigger event has 
occurred. An overwrite manager 93 is a control module 
which interfaces with the trigger and a video camera, and 
also a buffer memory 94. An overwrite manager includes 
means where a timeline definition may be set and further 
means for executing overwrite operations in agreement with 
the stored timeline definitions. Further an overwrite manager 
may additionally integrate with a flush module 95. When a 
trigger event occurs, the overwrite manager continues to 
overwrite data to the buffer memory in accordance with the 
timeline definition by way of an overwrite pointer which is 
associated with a cell Subject to an impending overwrite 
action. The overwrite manager sends a signal 96 to the flush 
module 95 to cause the flush module to copy the buffer 
memory and transfer the video data set with the prescribed 
expanded timeline to a high-capacity long-term storage 97. 
It is the overwrite manager which controls the algorithms 
and necessary processing facility which decides how to 
write to the buffer memory in order that select data is saved 
and redundant data is purged in accordance with a particular 
expanded timeline definition. 
0078 Preferred methods of these inventions are more 
easily understood in view of the block diagrams of FIGS. 10 
and 11 which illustrate the primary steps of these methods. 
In particular, FIG. 10 Suggests the most general methods 
which contains two steps including: a step 101 whereby 
frame data is received from a video camera, and second a 
step 102 whereby that newly received data is written over 
old data stored in the memory buffer in agreement with an 
expanded timeline definition. 
0079 FIG. 11 illustrates these methods in greater detail. 
Frame data is received 111 from a video camera and a first 
step. The buffer memory data write step 113 includes three 
distinct processes including: a step 114 where the frame is 
written to of been marked open. It is important part of this 
invention that data be written in the buffer memory in an 
organized fashion. So as not to disturb particular data 
frames, which are necessary to fill the prescribed expanded 
timeline definition. Therefore, a bin is marked open when 
it no longer contains frame data necessary for the expanded 
timeline definition. In a second sub-step 115, a determina 
tion is made with regard to which memory been contains 
frame data, which is no longer needed in agreement with the 
timeline definition. This determination must be taken up on 
each cycle. For every new frame which enters the buffer 
memory another frame becomes no longer necessary at the 
same instant. Finally, in the third step, the bin which 
contained the no longer needed data is marked open. In the 
following cycle 112, the next incoming frame is written to 
the appropriate bin. It is useful to set a buffer memory 
pointer in agreement with this determination to effect a bin 
being marked open. 
0080. One will now fully appreciate how advanced 
memory management schemes may be deployed to expand 
a recorded timeline in memory buffers having limited capac 
ity. Although the present inventions have been described in 
considerable detail with clear and concise language and with 
reference to certain preferred versions thereof including best 
modes anticipated by the inventors, other versions are pos 
sible. Therefore, the spirit and scope of the invention should 
not be limited by the description of the preferred versions 
contained therein, but rather by the claims appended hereto. 
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It is claimed: 
1) Vehicle event recorders comprising. 
a camera; a managed loop buffer memory; and an over 

write mechanism, 
said camera is operable for converting optical images to 

electronic signals suitable for recording in said man 
aged loop buffer memory, 

said managed loop buffer memory is a random access, 
re-writ able, electronic storage medium of finite size 
Suitable for storing data, and in particular data arranged 
as discrete video frame data, 

said overwrite mechanism electronically coupled to said 
managed loop buffer memory and arranged to manage 
data overwrite operations whereby a first video frame 
older than a second video frame is saved in the memory 
while the second frame is overwritten. 

2) Vehicle event recorders of claim 1, said overwrite 
mechanism being arranged to overwrite data associated with 
a frame not the oldest frame in memory. 

3) Vehicle event recorders of claim 1, said overwrite 
mechanism being arranged to overwrite data in an inter 
leaved fashion whereby an effective frame rate is preserved 
by performing overwrite operations on alternate frames or 
frame sets. 

4) Vehicle event recorders of claim 1, said overwrite 
mechanism further is comprised of an overwrite pointer 
arranged to point to a cell to be overwritten in a future 
overwrite action. 

5) Vehicle event recorders of claim 1, said overwrite 
mechanism further comprising a timeline definition which 
defines an expanded timeline and virtual frame rates and 
periods for those frame rates. 

6) Vehicle event recorders of claim 5, said timeline 
definition includes one having three distinct periods and an 
event moment at the timeline midpoint whereby the frame 
rates associated with the periods at the timeline extremities 
is lower than the frame rate associated with the period 
including the event moment. 

7) Vehicle event recorders of claim 5, said timeline 
definition includes one having five distinct periods and an 
event moment at the timeline midpoint whereby the frame 
rates associated with the periods at the timeline extremities 
is lowest, and the frame rate associated with the period 
including the event moment is the highest. 

8) Vehicle event recorders of claim 5, said timeline 
definition includes an asymmetry whereby the frame rate is 
different for the periods after an event moment than the 
periods before an event moment. 

9) Vehicle event recorders of claim 1, further comprising 
a second memory, a high capacity, long-term memory 
coupled to the managed loop buffer memory. 

10) Vehicle event recorders of claim 9, further comprising 
an event trigger arranged to cause a transfer of data from 
said managed loop buffer memory and said high capacity 
long-term memory in an expanded timeline format. 

11) Vehicle event recorders of claim 9, said transfer of 
data step resets the managed loop memory into an initial 
state and a new timeline is initiated. 

12) Vehicle event recorders of claim 9, data in long term 
memory is not overwritten in Successive data transfer steps 
as it includes capacity Sufficient for a plurality of events. 
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13) Methods of dilating a timeline of a video series in a 
vehicle event recorder video managed loop buffer memory 
comprising the steps: 

receiving electronic signal data associated with video 
frames from a video camera; and 

overwriting previously written data with newly received 
data, whereby previously written data is comprised of 
that belonging to a frame which is not the oldest frame 
in memory. 

14) Methods of dilating a timeline of claim 13, said 
overwriting previously written data step includes overwrit 
ing data in an interleaved fashion whereby successive 
frames are skipped with reference to their capture times to 
effect an effective reduced frame rate. 

15) Methods of dilating a timeline of claim 14, further 
comprising the step of moving an overwrite pointer to a cell 
not a member of a timeline definition. 

16) Methods of dilating a timeline of claim 15, further 
comprising applying an overwrite operation to the cell 
associated with the pointer and further moving the pointer to 
another cell not part of the timeline definition. 
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17) In a vehicle event recorder system, a managed loop 
memory comprising: 

a coupling to a video camera output whereby images from 
the camera are received at said managed loop memory; 

a plurality of memory cells each being associated with a 
single video frame; 

an overwrite pointer associated with precisely one 
memory cell; and 

a timeline definition, whereby said timeline definition 
directs the overwrite pointer to be associated with a cell 
which no longer remains a member of the timeline 
definition thus subjecting that cell to an impending 
overwrite action. 

18) Managed loop memory of claim 17, said timeline 
definition comprising two 24 second periods of 1 frame per 
second and one 48 second period of 4 frames per second, 
either of said 12 second periods falling before and after the 
48 second period. 


